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Abstract—In Delay-Tolerant Networks, the existence of social
selfishness results in different levels of willingness to forward the
packet from acquaintances and strangers. The traditional social
selfishness is defined solely by the social ties between node pairs to
indicate the preference for packet delivery. However, the absolute
value of social ties cannot accurately model the competition
among friends when the storage resources become scarce. Thus,
if the social selfishness exists in the buffer management, the
traditional social ties cannot reflect the willingness for saving
the packet when buffer overflows. To address this issue, we
take the relay’s social ties with all other nodes into account
and introduce the definition of interpersonal influence as a
metric for the willingness to save packets in buffer management.
Furthermore, based on the interpersonal influence we estimate
the overall delivery probability and further propose a multi-copy
routing protocol to reduce the occurrence of packet dropping.
Simulation result based on real trace INFOCOM06 demonstrates
the efficiency of our scheme.

Keywords – Delay-Tolerant Network, Social-Aware Routing,
Social Selfishness

I. INTRODUCTION

Delay-tolerant networks (DTNs) [1]–[4] are partitioned

wireless ad hoc networks with intermittent connectivity. In-

stead of relying on end-to-end link, DTNs deliver and forward

packets by utilizing temporary connection in a store-carry-and-

forward manner. These networks could be useful in scenarios

including sensor networks with scheduled intermittent con-

nectivity, vehicular DTNs disseminating location-dependent

information, and pocket-switched networks enabling humans

to communicate without network infrastructure.

One of the fundamental obstacles arising when putting

DTNs into practice is routing. Unlike traditional routing

schemes in wired networks which are modeled as connected

graphs where shortest path approaches are widely adopted,

routing problems in DTNs must take into account the ca-

pacity of intermediate buffering and the mobility of nodes.

To efficiently and successfully deliver the messages in DTNs,

many routing protocols with different properties are proposed.

For example, replication-based routing protocols [5]–[8] can

achieve a high delivery probability; with the knowledge about

network topology and social structure, forwarding-based rout-

ing protocols [3] [4] [9] are efficient in a low consumption in

storage and energy.

Most of the existing DTN routing protocols are built on the

assumption that intermediate nodes are ready to forward data

for others. However, this hypothesis may fail to hold in front

of rational nodes which would refuse to forward messages

for others in order to save precious resources (e.g., energy or

buffer size) [10]. Different from regarding users as rational,

some researchers introduce the concept of social selfishness

and consider the nodes to be social, which means that nodes

are willing to forward packets for friends but refuse to do

so for strangers [9] [11] [12]. Motivated by this idea, the

data is given various priority according to the social closeness

between the sender and relay nodes.
However, the existing work based on social closeness on-

ly considers absolute social willingness between node pairs

or communities, which may be insufficient to describe the

competition between friends in resource constrained networks.

If the buffer size is unlimited, a node can absolutely save

all the packets from the friends. However, in practice, buffer

space is finite and valuable, which means that the packets

from friends are possibly beyond the buffer constraint and

dropping decision must be made among friends. In this case,

the traditional social ties cannot reflect the willingness to save

the packet when buffer overflows.
Moreover, current social-aware routing [3] [4] makes the

buffer congestion more severe and the competition for buffer

space more fierce. In traditional approaches, the data is more

likely to be delivered to the central nodes which are located

in the centrality of the social networks since they have more

influences on other nodes and thus achieve better routing

performance. However, in DTNs with limited buffer space, if

each node forwards its data to the central node, the buffer size

of this node will run out quickly. As a result, the central node

tends to remove the packets from those unfamiliar friends but

remain those from nodes in close relation, which makes the

competition for buffer space more fierce.
Therefore, the question we should focus on turns from “Am

I your friend that you will help me forward the packet?” to

“Are we close enough that you will not drop my packet even

when your buffer is full?” In order to solve this major question,

we bring a concept interpersonal influence to describe the

relative position of social relationship. In addition, based on

the interpersonal influence, we propose a multi-copy routing

protocol, which we name it “RIIA”, to avoid the competition

for buffer space.
Our contributions are twofold.

1) We extend the idea of social selfishness in DTN routing
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from the current willingness to forward the packet to the

future willingness to save the packet when buffer over-

flows. We define the interpersonal influence to describe

the relative position of social relationship which is more

practical in buffer constrained DTNs.

2) We design a multi-copy routing protocol in DTNs. In the

assumption of social selfishness in buffer management,

we model the incoming packets as Poisson process, and

estimate the staying time for the packets during the

competition for buffer space. Based on staying time,

delivery probability is used as a metric for choosing the

best relay.

The rest of paper is organized as follows. In section II, we

briefly introduce the research related to our work. In section

III, we present the system model. In section IV, we show

the general routing protocol. Section V gives the detailed

achievement of our proposed scheme. Section VI shows the

experiment result. Finally, we draw our conclusions in section

VII.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Routing Scheme
Compared to forwarding-based routing [3] [13], replication-

based routing [8] is more effective and has a higher delivery

rate as well as a lower delivery delay. However, the disad-

vantage of replication-based routing is also obvious. Plenty of

replicas existing in the network are a great waste in buffer

space and energy. Besides, the ideal delivery rate can never

reach in practice due to the storage limitation [14]. Thus,

mitigating the storage overhead is important in replication-

based routing (e.g., limiting the total replicas [6] or the number

of hops [7] for one message [6], copying the message with

a probability [15], continuously increasing the transmission

threshold [8]). After the storage overhead actually occurs,

buffer management schemes [16]–[18] are proposed to drop

the packet which contributes little delivery rate when the buffer

is not enough.

B. Social Selfishness
Li at al. [9] consider the social selfishness in data forward-

ing, and propose a routing protocol allowing the existence

of selfishness. Li at al. [11] evaluate the effect of social

selfishness on epidemic routing. Qiu at al. [12] consider both

contact period and inter-contact period to evaluate the effect of

social selfishness. However, the previous work only consider

absolute social closeness which is related to immediate drop,

but ignore the relative interpersonal influence from a global

view which is related to the future drop. Moreover, current

detecting mechanism cannot find whether the nodes follow

the buffer management policy when the buffer is full. Thus,

designing a routing scheme in the assumption of existence of

selfishness in buffer management is of great importance.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

In this section, we first describe the interpersonal influence

and the network model, and then introduce the architecture of

our routing scheme.

(a) Social Closeness (b) Interpersonal Influence

Fig. 1. An example of calculating interpersonal influence from social
closeness

A. Interpersonal Influence

We extend social ties to interpersonal influence from a

global view. Sij denotes the absolute social ties of node j
from the perspective of node i, which can reflect the social

relationship between the node pair i and j. Then for node i,
we sort all its social ties in descending order from 1 to N (total

number of nodes). The ranking of social ties Sij is notated as

Iij which we call it “Interpersonal Influence”. The value for

the node itself Iii is set to 0, which means that packet from

itself has the highest priority compared to other nodes if it

shares its buffer with other nodes.

An example of calculating the interpersonal influence is

shown in Figure 1. The edge from node B to node A means

the social closeness or interpersonal influence of node B from

the perspective of node A. As shown in Figure 1(a), the edge

represents the social closeness between node pairs and the

value ranges from 0 to 1(closely related). More Specifically,

for node C, the social closeness SGC (0.3) is smaller than

SBC(0.6), therefore node C is more willing to deliver the

packets from node B. However, social closeness cannot reflect

the competition for the buffer space. For example, for node B,

although the absolute social ties to node A is larger than node

C, node B is less competitive in the buffer competition. In

order to solve this problem, we convert the social closeness to

interpersonal influence as shown in Figure 1(b). We can easily

find that node B is actually more important for node C, and

therefore node C should be a better relay.

Since the interpersonal influence is derived from the abso-

lute social ties, the next question is how to define the social

ties in our work. Although the frequency of collocation cannot

be an ideal metric for social ties, it partially reflects the social

relationships [19]. The contact frequency between node i and

node j is fij , and then we use this value to represent the

social ties Sij . Because we only care about the relative position

of the social relationship, the absolute value does not matter.

Moreover, this is only used for setting the default value, the

users can also change the value of all other users.

B. Network model

Node contacts in the network are described by the contact

graph G(V,E). And for the edge eij ∈ E between node

Ni, Nj ∈ V , the weight is defined by the contact rate between

the node pair. In this paper, the distribution of inter-contact

time between nodes is exponential, and each contact is Poisson

distributed.
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Fig. 2. Architecture

C. Architecture

The architecture of our routing scheme consists of the

following components (shown in Figure 2).

1) Contact Manager: Contact manager is responsible for

the estimation of contact rate. The input of it is the destination

of packet and the current time; the output is the contact rate.

This rate may be time-varying [4], and can utilize the transient

social contact patterns for a better metric of contact rate. In

addition, Similar to [9], the contact rate can be continuously

updated in our work.

2) Social Relationship Manager: The default value of in-

terpersonal influence is calculated in this component, and the

users can further change this value.

3) Buffer Manager: Due to lack of detection scheme for

optimal buffer management schemes, we allow users to drop

those packets from users with relative lower social closeness.

When the buffer overflows, this part will select those packets

from the nodes with relatively lower interpersonal influence.

4) Incoming Packet Estimator: It records the historical

behavior of packet transmission from every other nodes, and

provides the information of incoming packet for delivery

probability estimation.

5) Delivery Probability Estimator: It is responsible for the

calculation of delivery probability which is the metric for

routing algorithm in our scheme. Two parameters are used

here: contact rate and packet staying time. The former can be

directly derived from contact manager, and the latter should

be estimated from contact rate, interpersonal influence, current

buffer size, and the expected square number of incoming

packets. The calculation of the packet staying time is given

in (5).

6) Receiving Set Manager: It compares the delivery prob-

ability from delivery probability estimator with the threshold

of each packet. Then a decision vector is generated from it

informing another node which packet should be transmitted.

At the same time, it updates the incoming packet information

in incoming packet estimator.

7) Packet Threshold Manager: After getting which packet

should be transmitted, it revises the threshold of packet to

be sent, which is beneficial for reducing the total number of

replicas in the network. In [8], the authors claim that the total

number of packet can be O(
√
N) (N is the number of nodes in

the network). We use the same method to update the threshold

in our work.

IV. PROPOSED ROUTING PROTOCOL

Since the central nodes are more likely to receive a large

volume of packets and must drop some packets when the

buffer overflows, they are not a good choice for the nodes

with relatively lower social ties. Thus, if we do not take into

account whether the packet will be dropped and how long the

packet can stay in the buffer, many packets transmitted are

actually wasted. In order to solve this problem, we propose a

multi-copy routing protocol to reduce the number of packets

wasted based on the prediction of future dropping behavior.

The outline of deciding which packet to deliver is as follows.

1) exchange the property of packet;

2) estimate the delivery probability;

3) send the packet with delivery probability higher than a

threshold.

For each packet in the network, we use �P =
(No, src, dst, thrsh) to describe its property. No denotes the

packet number; src denotes the source node of the packet;

dst denotes the destination node of the packet; thrsh denotes

the threshold of packet which is increased each time when the

packet replicates. After receiving the property vector, the node

will set the decision vector �rec to 0, which is used to describe

whether the packets should be sent.

More specifically, considering two nodes i and j meet at

time t, and the total number of packets in their buffer are

respectively l and s, the general routing algorithm for node

i is shown in Algorithm 1. After exchanging the property of

packets with node j, node i first checks whether the packets

in node j’s buffer have already existed in its own buffer, and

then calculates the delivery probability (detailed calculation is

shown in (5)(6)). Next, the node j sets the reck to 1 for the

packet k in node j’s buffer if the delivery probability is bigger

than the threshold. Then two nodes exchange �rec. Based on

the decision vector sent by node j, node i sends the packet k
to node j, if recjk equals 1. After receiving the packets from

node j, node i records the total length of incoming packets.

V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In this section, we first analyze how the queue length

changes, and then we further derive the staying time for the

packet and the overall delivery probability.

A. Queue Length Estimation

Assume that a pair of node A and B contact at time t,
and a packet with destination D saved in node A’s buffer.
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Algorithm 1: General Routing Algorithm

1: send the property vector of each packet in the buffer
�P i = (�P i

1,
�P i
2, · · · , �P i

l ) and receive the property vector

of node j �P j = (�P j
1 ,

�P j
2 , · · · , �P j

s );

2: set �reci = (reci1, rec
i
2, · · · , recis) = 0;

3: for each message Mk in node j’s buffer do
4: if message k already exists in node i’s buffer then
5: continue;

6: else
7: estimate the delivery probability prk;

8: if thrshk < prk then
9: set recik = 1;

10: end if
11: end if
12: end for
13: send �reci to node j and receive �recj

14: for k = 1; k ≤ l; k ++ do
15: if recjk == 1 then
16: revise the threshold thrshk and send packet k;

17: end if
18: end for
19: receive the packet from node j;

20: update information of incoming packets;

The contact rate between node B and D is λBD. Once a

packet is replicated, we set a fixed time stamp Texp
1 for each

new packet, and the packet, which stays in the buffer for a

time longer than Texp, will be deleted from the buffer. Lk
Bi

denotes the number of packets from node i to node B at the

k-th contact with distribution function fLk
Bi

. NBi(t) denotes

the times that node i meets node B within time t. The total

length of packets transmitted from node i to node B is derived

by XBi(t)=
NBi(t)∑
k=1

Lk
Bi.

Lemma 1: If node A is packet sender and node B is packet

receiver and XA
B (t) denotes the total length of incoming

packets from nodes with higher priority than node A, the

expectation and variance of XA
B (t) are as follows.

E(XA
B (t)) =

N∑
i=1

λBixiAE(Lk
Bi)t (1)

var(XA
B (t)) =

N∑
i=1

λBixiAE(Lk
Bi

2
)t (2)

xiA =

{
1 , IBi < IBA

0 , otherwise

Proof: Since node A only cares about the incoming

packet from the nodes with higher social ties, xiA is used

to exclude those packets with lower priority. Thus, the total

1We use expiration time to describe this time stamp in the remainder of
our paper

length of incoming packets can be written as follows.

XA
B (t) =

N∑
i=1

NBi(t)∑
k=1

Lk
BixiA =

NB(t)∑
k=1

Lk
B

NB(t) denotes the total times that node B meets other

nodes with rate λB=
N∑
i=1

λBixiA, Lk
B denotes the length of

packets received by node B at the kth contact with distribution

function

fLk
B
(·) =

N∑
i=1

λBixiA

λB
fLk

Bi
(·)

By using Wald’s equation, we can derive

E(XA
B (t)) = E(NB(t))E(Lk

B)

= λBt
N∑
i=1

λBixiA

λB
E(Lk

Bi)

=
N∑
i=1

λBixiAE(Lk
Bi)t

According to the law of total variance, we can derive

var(X(t)) = E(var(X(t)|N(t))) + var(E(X(t))|N(t))

= E(N(t)var(Lk)) + var(N(t)E(Lk))

= λt(var(Lk) + E(Lk)2)

= λtE(Lk2) =
N∑
i=1

λBixiAE(Lk
Bi

2
)t

Lemma 2: If node A is packet sender and node B is packet

receiver and ZA
B (t) denotes the queue length of node B at time

t from the perspective of node A, the expectation and variance

are as follows.

E(ZA
B (t)) = ZB(0) (3)

var(ZA
B (t)) = 2

N∑
i=1

λBixiAE(Lk
Bi

2
)t (4)

Proof: We first analyze the outgoing packets. There are

two reasons for the packet leaving: 1) the packet expires;

2) The packet is dropped caused by the limited buffer. In

our proposed scheme, since we consider the occurrence of

packet dropping ahead of time, we believe that the occurrence

of packet dropping is greatly reduced and the major reason

for packet leaving is expiration. On the other hand, the

expiration time is set to all incoming packets, and therefore

the distribution for packet leaving is exactly corresponding to

that of the incoming of packets.

Y A
B (t) denotes the total length of leaving packets in node

B within time t. And from the above discussion, we believe

that Y A
B (t) and XA

B (t) should have the same expectation and

variance because of the fixed time stamp. The fluctuation of

the queue length can be modeled as follows.

E(ZA
B (t)) = E(ZB(0) +XA

B (t)− Y A
B (t)) = ZB(0)
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var(ZA
B (t)) = var(ZB(0) +XA

B (t)− Y A
B (t))

= 2

N∑
i=1

λBixiAE(Lk
Bi

2
)t

B. Delivery Probability Estimation

During a time interval t, the probability that the packet is

dropped is equivalent to the probability that the total length

of packets with higher priority is larger than the buffer size.

Thus for a fixed dropping probability, we can then define the

staying time.

Theorem 1: Assume that node A is packet sender and node

B is packet receiver and Ts denotes the time that the packets

from node B can stay in node A’s buffer. For a fixed dropping

probability P ,

Ts =

{
Z′

B

c
√

2λBE(LB
2)

,
Z′

B

c
√

2λBE(LB
2)

< Texp

Texp , otherwise
(5)

Z ′B = ZMAX − ZB(0)

c = Φ−1(1− P )

ZMAX denotes the maximum buffer length.

Proof:

Poverflow = 1− Φ(
ZMAX − ZB(0)√

2λBtE(LB
2)

)

Since we only care about the minimum value between the

dropping time and expiration time, t should be bounded to

(0, Texp). And the upper bound of overflow probability is

sup
t∈(0,Texp)

{Poverflow(t)} = 1− Φ(
ZMAX − Z(0)√
2λBE(LB

2)Texp

)

Let dropping probability P equals the upper bound of

Poverflow, we can get the equation (5).

Then through staying time Ts, we can derive the delivery

probability which is the major metric in our algorithm.

Pdel = (1− exp(−λBDTs)) (6)

VI. EVALUATION RESULTS

A. Simulation Setup

We use the ONE DTN simulator [20] and the real trace

INFOCOM06 to test our routing algorithm. This trace collects

the movement of 78 participants who joined INFOCOM in

2006, and records their contacts within 4 days.

In our simulation, all nodes use the Bluetooth interface,

which has 2Mbps bandwidth. The time interval for packet

creation is from 50 seconds to 70 seconds, and the source

and the destination are both randomly selected among all

participants. The buffer size for each node is 5MB, and the

size of each packet is randomly set from 50KB to 100KB.

Since there are few multi-copy routing algorithms for mit-

igating the social selfishness, we only choose some basic
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Fig. 3. Effectiveness of Different Routing Algorithms: Epidemic Routing
with 1200 and 2400 minutes TTL are notated ”E1” and ”E2” respectively;
”SNW1” and ”SNW2” represent SprayAndWait with 4 and 8 number of copies
respectively; ”D” stands for Delegation, and the contact probability is used as
the metric which is calculated from contact rate, and the initial threshold for
packet forwarding is 0.5; in our scheme, the expiration time is 1500 minutes,
and the constant c in Equation (5) is 1, and the initial threshold is 0.5 which
is the same with Delegation.

but benchmarking multi-copy routing algorithms which are

Epidemic Routing [5], SprayAndWait [6], and Delegation

[8]. The buffer management policy is uniformly set to all

routing algorithms including ours, which drops the packet

depending on the relative interpersonal influence. Since some

other algorithms like MaxProp [21] incorporate the buffer

management policy in their routing algorithm, we do not use

these algorithms for comparison.

B. Results

We use four metrics to evaluate our routing algorithm:

delivery probability, the number of packet transmitted, the
number of packet aborted, and latency. In our experiment,

different parameters are tested for all algorithms in order to

find the best setting, but we only show some representative

results in this paper, which are already sufficient to illustrate

the advantage of our scheme. The simulation results are

collected for the whole experiment time including the time

for warm-up.

1) Delivery probability: Figure 3(a) shows the result of

delivery probability. Since in our experiment we allow all the

nodes to drop the packets from others with relatively lower

social ties, the overall delivery probability cannot reach very

high. But our algorithm outperforms other algorithms since

we take both contact probability and buffer constraint into

consideration. If the congestion is severe, the competition

for buffer space is fierce, and consequently decreases the

delivery probability which is the reason why Epidemic sends

the most packets but achieves the lowest delivery probability.

In addition, different from SprayAndWait and Delegation, RIIA
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avoids fierce buffer competition and chooses the nodes with

light load to forward data, thus it achieves a higher overall

delivery probability.

2) The number of transmitted packets: As we can see in

Figure 3(b), since Epidemic and Delagation do not take into

account the buffer constraint, the total number of packets

being transmitted is much higher than SprayAndWait and RIIA.

Because we take into account the buffer constraint, the number

of transmitted packets can be greatly reduced. In addition,

the congestion can be mitigated at the same time, which

subsequently increases the delivery probability.

3) The number of aborted packets: We use the number of

packets aborted due to the interruption of connection to test

the influence of contact duration which is not considered in

our routing algorithm. As we can see in Figure 3(b)(c), the

number of aborted packets is proportional to the number of

transmitted packets. Since the aborted packets only take 1%

in the total number of transmitted packets, we do not consider

the contact duration in our work.

4) Latency: As we can see in Figure 3(d), our protocol has

a longer latency than SprayAndWait and Delegation. On one

hand, the basic idea of our protocol is sending the packet to

the nodes where buffer competition is not fierce in order to

increase the probability that the packet can stay in the buffer.

However, the path where congestion is not severe may not be

a path with short distance, which means we may choose a

longer path to forward data in order to increase its delivery

probability. On the other hand, we do not take any action

to decrease the latency. To solve this problem, we can also

add one constraint on staying time when deciding whether

to transmit the packet, which however decreases the overall

delivery probability.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we focus on the social selfishness in buffer

management and design a multi-copy routing algorithm miti-

gating the adverse effect of that phenomenon. In order to find

the relative position in the competition for the buffer space, we

use the interpersonal influence to model the selfishness from a

global view rather than an absolute value between node pairs.

The contact probability can be further derived from the contact

rate, interpersonal influence, as well as historical incoming

packet information. Experiment result is given in this paper,

which demonstrates that our routing algorithm performs well

if users drop the packet due to social ties when storage is

scarce.
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